Care & Maintenance

Siena Reclaimed Wood

Maintenance

Cleaning
- Wash the floor and dry mop, as needed
- Use a mixture of Murphy Oil Soap with water about every fourth mopping

Retouching
- To maintain a lustrous “newer” look, you should do a full refinish or spot refinish every few years, depending on the level of wear. For a more worn appearance you can wait up to 15 years before applying another coat.
- Touching up a stained floor – If your floors have scratches where bare floor is showing through:
  - Tape off boards to be stained
  - Clean floor using Loba Floor Cleaner or Loba Remover
  - Lightly buff area immediately surrounding the scratch with a maroon pad
  - Apply matching stain and allow to dry

Refinishing
- Lightly maroon-pad the surface to be refinished, vacuum and wipe with vinegar and water.
- Let dry and apply another coat of finish.
- For spot refinish, tape off the area to be refinished and apply coat. The spot will quickly blend with the rest of the floor as it wears.

Resurfacing
If your floors are damaged to the point where it needs to be completely re-sanded, contact a Siena representative for more information.

Preventative Maintenance

- Clean up spills immediately
- Use walk-off mats for all entrances leading to exterior doors
- Use felt glides on the bottom of floor to protect from scratches

Dust Mop: Frequent dusting and sweeping with a microfiber dust mop

Spot Cleaning: Spills should be wiped up immediately with a lightly dampened cloth.

Deep Cleaning: When using a mop, make sure it is only slightly damp. Siena recommends using Bona if a deeper clean is needed.

Exercise Caution when applying water to your flooring – try to avoid creating puddles and wipe up excess moisture immediately.